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in python? I don't want to save the image as a whole, and just want to print the subset.
I'm open to suggestions on other approaches that would work with my images. Thanks.
A: If you are familiar with the Python Imaging Library (PIL), use the PIL.Image.copy()
function to make a copy of the image and then do whatever you want to the copy. Here
is a very simple example. >>> from PIL import Image >>> img = Image.open('test.jpg')
>>> img.show() >>> copy = img.copy() >>> img.show() >>> copy.show() You could
even use the PIL to help you resize the image and then save the copy to a new file like
so: >>> from PIL import Image >>> img = Image.open('test.jpg') >>> img.resize((50,

100)) >>> copy = img.copy() >>> img.show() >>> copy.show() >>>
copy.save('copy.jpg') Note: In the above examples, the names of the images don't

matter, only the names of the files. Q: First Order Theorem. Let $f:\mathbb{R}\to
\mathbb{R}$ be a continuously differentiable function such that $f(0)=0,f'(
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